plenary speakers

**LISA GREEN**
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Multiple Grammars and Dialectal Variation: A View from the Perspective of Language Development

**STEFAN GRIES**
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
The Quantitative Revolution in Corpus Linguistics: Applications and their Theoretical Implications

**APRIL MCMAHON**
THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH
Comparing [lak] with [læk]: Methods for Collecting and Comparing Data from Varieties of English

**CHRISTIAN MAIR**
ALBERT-LUDWIG-UNIVERSITÄT FREIBURG
World Non-Standard Englishes: Reflections on the Global Spread of (Some) Vernacular Varieties of English

**CHRISTOPHER RICKS**
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
The Very Words, and Not Only Those

**SALI TAGLIAMONTE**
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
System and Society in the Evolution of Change: The Case of Canada

presidential address

**DAVID DENISON**
UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER

dinner speaker

**LAURENCE R. HORN**
YALE UNIVERSITY
Etymology and Taboo
Anthropological Linguistics
Edited by Douglas R. Parks
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